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ABSTRACT
Quantitative Multidimensional Stress Assessment from Facial Videos
Lin He
Marquette University, 2022

Stress has a significant impact on the physical and mental health of an individual and is a growing concern for society, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Facial video-based stress evaluation from non-invasive cameras has proven to be a significantly more efficient method to evaluate stress in comparison to approaches that use
questionnaires or wearable sensors. Plenty of classification models have been built for
stress detection. However, most do not consider individual differences. Also, the results for such models are limited by a uni-dimensional definition of stress levels lacking
a comprehensive quantitative definition of stress.
The dissertation focuses on building a framework that utilizes the multilevel
video frame representations from deep learning and the remote photoplethysmography
signals extracted from the facial videos for stress assessment. The fusion model takes the
inputs of a baseline video and a target video of the subject. The physiological features
such as heart rate and heart rate variability are used with the initial stress scores generated
from deep learning are used to predict the stress scores in cognitive anxiety, somatic
anxiety, and self-confidence.
To generate stress scores with better accuracy, the signal extraction method is
improved by introducing the CWT-SNR method that uses the signal-to-noise ratio to
assist the adaptive bandpass filtering in the post-processing of the signals. A study on
phase space reconstruction features is performed and the results show the potential for
additional accuracy improvement for the heart rate variability detection. To select the
best deep learning architecture, multiple deep learning architectures are tested to build
the deep learning model. Support Vector Regression is used to generate the output stress
score results. Testing with the data from the UBFC-Phys dataset, the fusion model shows
a strong correlation between ground truth and the predicted results.
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I

Introduction

Stress is related to the physical, emotional, or psychological tension caused by the significant environmental changes [1]. According to the survey of the American Psychological Association, half of the American adults report their behavior has been negatively
affected by stress [2]. During the COVID-19, it is reported that Americans have higher
stress exposure due to the isolation from quarantines, disruptions of the daily routines,
and lack of access to reliable information. [3]. Stress has a substantial impact on physical and mental health. Continuously exposed to stress will cause problems such as
abnormal heart rhythms, high blood pressure, and depression [4]. Earlier detection of
the stress can prevent a short-term health problem become long-term detrimental conditions. It is important to monitor the stress status to reduce the health impact from the
negative stress [5].

Conventional questionnaires or psychological consultation are traditional stress assessment approaches [6], but it is usually ineffective and time-consuming. Psychophysiology signals collected from the sensors could also be used for stress assessment. Psychophysiology studies the relationship between physiological and psychological phenomena and is related to the autonomic nervous system (ANS). In our daily life, we are
constantly exposed to the stressors such as conference presentations, job interviews, exercises, and meetings. When the stressful event is induced, the body will react involuntarily to control the ANS. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic
nervous system (PNS) are two systems of ANS that work on controlling physiological
signals. When SNS reacts to a potential stress event, PNS aims to balance the physiological signals and restore the body to calm. The typical reaction to stress controlled
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by the systems includes the change of blood volume, skin conductivity, heart rate variations. The popular signals used in psychophysiological studies include heart rate (HR),
heart rate variability (HRV), blood volume pulse (BVP), electrodermal activity (EDA),
or galvanic skin response (GSR), electrocardiogram (ECG), and electroencephalography (EEG). GSR, BVP is proved to be valid in differentiating stress states [7] as well
as the HR and HRV feature [8]. ECG is also proved to be valid in stress detection
[9]. The methods of automatically detecting stress based on such signals are developed
[10]. However, collecting such signals by professional wearable devices is usually not
comfortable for the users, and the wearable sensors are sometimes too expensive to be
widely accepted by the public.

Photoplethysmography (PPG) based medical devices have grown increasingly common
for cardiovascular status monitoring. PPG is a noninvasive way that measures changes
in the light reflection from human skin as a reason for the blood volume variations
through the cardiovascular pulse cycle [11]. PPG signals are usually collected from the
fingertips using a pulse oximeter. Studies show the features extracted from the PPG
signal and BVP both related to the ANS and could be used to measure the heart activity
[12]. In recent years, many algorithms have been developed to achieve cardiovascular
monitoring results comparable to the medical device from remote photoplethysmography (rPPG). rPPG is usually collected from the region of the face of the subject and has
been used for HRV and HR detection. The subject face is recorded in a distance and the
face video is the only input of the extraction algorithm. The rPPG signal is extracted
through a sequence of image and signal processing steps. rPPG is a cost-effective a
more comfortable way to assess the ANS activities. The features derived from the rPPG
could also be used in monitoring stress status similar to PPG and BVP signals, consider-
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ing the significant relationship between the ANS and the cardiovascular activities [13].
In recent studies, PPG and rPPG are used in stress level classification tasks [14]. The
HR and HRV features derived are proved to be valid in stress evaluation [15]. rPPG
using contact-free cameras is a convenient, cost-effective way of measuring without
unnecessary artificial interference.

Machine learning is broadly adopted in many fields such as human activity classification, emotion recognition, signal processing, and computer vision. And it proved to
be successful in the stress detection field using the features representations from psychophysiological signals or human activity videos. The most commonly used are the
facial videos collected from the subject. Earlier studies analyzed the features extracted
from the video frames for stress assessment based on facial expressions [16] or the facial
action units [17]. Based on the features, machine learning classifiers are used to detect
the binary stress state or the multilevel stress state. In recent years, a deep learningbased approach is also implemented in stress detection using facial videos. Instead of
a handcraft feature selection approach, the method uses deep neural networks such as
convolutional neural network (CNN), long short term memory (LSTM), and attention
mechanism frameworks. The models are classifiers trained on the subject data to provide higher accuracy results in the dataset. There are also studies based on the thermal
facial video data [18], but the scenario is limited since the thermal camera is not commonly adopted as a visible spectrum camera.

Questionnaires or wearable sensors-based stress evaluation are not as effective and convenient as video-based approaches. The effectiveness of the facial expression or facial
action units (AU) based method strongly depends on the features extracted from the
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videos. However, there are some limitations. The variance of the features between the
frames is not considered in many works. The snapshot image-based strategies are not
utilizing the video stream temporal features. And there is a lack of personalization assessment. Establishing the baseline for a subject is not considered. Most are tested on
manual feature selection which is using facial features or AUs. Deep learning could help
improve the feature extraction the results largely depend on the quality of the dataset.
Also, the problem is usually studied on stress detection with minimum level clusters but
without a quantitative study of the stress. Most works focus only on one-dimensional
stress results. However, there are detailed stress descriptions from multidimensional
stress scores including cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence, which
are not included in these studies.

I.A Research Questions
This dissertation research is centered on trying to answer the following questions.

• How should we utilize the baseline data of the subject to provide personalized
stress evaluation?

• How could the state of art rPPG extraction approaches be improved to provide
more accurate HR or HRV features for the stress evaluation?

• How do the state of art deep learning frameworks contribute to the feature selections and the accuracy improvement of the computer vision tasks?

• How could we create a model to predict multidimensional quantified stress scores
instead of one-dimensional categorical results?
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To answer these questions, the research focuses on building a fusion model that utilizes
both the rPPG signal extracted from the facial videos and the multi-level video frame
representations from deep learning that takes the input of a calibration video and a target
video of the subject and output the quantified multilevel stress score in three dimensions.
To improve the accuracy of the model, the dissertation focuses on multiple aims which
are listed as follows.

Aim 1: Improving the current rPPG extraction approach by increasing the accuracy of
the HRV features derived from the face videos for stress evaluation.

• optimizing the skin and face detection algorithm

• comparing different signal processing methods

• optimizing the peak detection algorithm

• improving the accuracy of the HR and HRV features

Aim 2: Design a deep learning model used for stress evaluation.

• build a deep neural network used for stress using large dataset

• comparing different deep learning frameworks

Aim 3: Build a fusion prediction model on the multidimensional acute stress score that
provides personalized calibrations based on deep learning and rPPG.

• build a fusion model based on the deep learning model and the rPPG model for
stress

• determining HR and HRV features used in the stress evaluation
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• comparing the accuracy between multiple models

I.B

Dissertation Organization

To better navigate the concepts of the research in this dissertation, the organization of
the chapters is summarized here.

Chapter II focuses on the summary of the state of art stress assessment research. The
summary locates stress detection under the broader category of affective computing. In
the content of the stress recognition methods, there are multiple methods and some of the
methods are related to the human face, which includes the approaches using the physical
appearance. Facial image, facial cues, facial action units, and deep learning-based feature extraction on the visible spectrum videos or thermal videos are all methods based on
appearance. Methods using rPPG to detect the heart rate and heart rate variability features are also based on the face, which lies under stress recognition using physiological
signals.

Chapter III addresses research aim 1, answering the questions of how to improve the
state of art rPPG extraction approach to generate better accuracy for the stress detection
from the signal postprocessing perspective. The objective of the study is to design a new
framework for deriving HRV from face videos that have better accuracy than the existing
algorithms. The algorithm CWT-SNR is proposed for rPPG signal post-processing using
the signal-to-noise ratio to adjust the CWT bandpass filtering.

Chapter IV addresses research aim 1 based on the framework developed in the previous
study with a different perspective, which tries to improve the accuracy based on the
chaotic dynamics features. The study focuses on the analysis of the chaotic dynamics
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of different PPG and rPPG signals. The phase space reconstruction method is used to
discover the underlying characteristics of rPPG, which showed introducing the features
derived from reconstructed phase space could improve the accuracy of HRV detection.
This result provides some insight into the feasibility of using nonlinear approaches to
evaluate the quality of different rPPG extraction algorithms.

Chapter V focuses on research aim 2, designing a deep learning model used for stress
evaluation. Plenty of classification models has been built for stress detection as summarized in the existing literature chapter. However, most do not consider individual differences. Also, the results for such models are limited by a uni-dimensional definition
of stress levels lacking a comprehensive quantitative definition of stress. The proposed
method is a deep neural network-based stress assessment framework from face video
data, that utilizes the multilevel video frame representations from deep learning that utilizes a baseline video and a target video of the same subject. The framework could output the quantitative stress score in multiple dimensions. The assessment performance of
different deep learning architectures based on the UBFC-Phys dataset is compared. The
results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of using deep learning to capture
the personalized stress features.

In Chapter VI, addressing research aim 3, building a fusion prediction model on the multidimensional acute stress score that provides personalized calibrations based on deep
learning and rPPG. the StressFusion model is proposed in this study, which is a fusion
model for quantitative multidimensional stress assessment. The fusion model takes the
inputs of a baseline video and a target video of the subject. The physiological features
such as heart rate and heart rate variability are used with the initial stress scores gener-
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ated from deep learning are used to predict the stress scores in cognitive anxiety, somatic
anxiety, and self-confidence. Support Vector Regression is used to generate the output
stress score results. Testing with the data from the UBFC-Phys dataset, the fusion model
shows a strong correlation between ground truth and the predicted results. Especially in
the prediction of the cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety, the fusion model have comparable lower RMSE than the model using only the deep learning features, indicating
it is possible to introduce the rPPG physiological features into the prediction model to
improve the model prediction accuracy in certain dimensions of stress.

Chapter VII concludes the dissertation by discussing the contribution to the body of
knowledge and the future research opportunities and plans to advance the research. It
briefly summarizes the entire dissertation.
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II

Existing Literature

II.A Affective Computing and Stress Detection
Affective computing detects the emotional states of the subject using a combination of
hardware and software and it is popular in the area of computer sciences. One branch of
affective computing is the detection and recognition of emotional information. Another
branch is about simulated emotion from computational devices. It is widely used in the
areas such as education, healthcare, and video games.

Affective states could be divided into arousal, valence and motivational intensity [19].
Arousal relates to the level of autonomic action. Valance describes the stimuli that are
positive or negative. Motivational intensity measures the possibility an effect will evoke
the response. Most studies of affective computing focus on arousal because it is directly
related to the ANS and could be measured in multiple ways.

Joy, anger, surprise, disgust, sadness, and fear are six basic emotional states. Other emotional states such as stress and frustrations could also be evaluated from the technology
in affective computing. The taxonomy from affective computing to stress recognition
is shown in Figure II-1.

II.B Stress Factors and Recognition
Stress is the arousal response occurring in the body as a result of stimuli or stressors [20].
The effect of the stressors depends on the individuals. Multiple factors infer stress. Two
main factors of stress are the environmental factor and the subject factor. Subject background factors include age, gender, and personal traits. Environmental factors contain
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Figure II-1: Affective computing and stress
physical environments such as time, temperature, location, noise, luminance, and social
factors such as population density. Stress could be recognized from the subject behavior
[21], performance on the tasks [22], physiological signals, and physical appearance as
shown in the Figure II-2.

Figure II-2: Stress recognition methods

Acute stress and chronic stress are two types of stress [23]. Acute stress is from the
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recent stressors in short term. Chronic stress is long-term stress due to social or health
conditions. We are interested in studying how the face video could be used to evaluate
acute stress change. And in this study, we mainly focus on the stress detection methods
using physiological signals and physical appearance from the face.

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory measures stress on three dimensions including
cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence. The reactions of different people to stressors are different in terms of multidimensional state anxiety [24] The differences in the emotional experiences are reflected by the differences respond in the intensity of cognitive and somatic anxiety [25]. The analysis of the differences in the multidimensional stress revealed values in the interference of the stress cognitive-affective
stress management that helps the subject control dysfunctional stress process [26]. The
multidimensional stress could also be used to predict the performance of certain tasks
[27] and psychological skills under a variety of stressful conditions [28].

II.C Stress Detection Methods
II.C.1

Stress Detection Using Facial Image

The signs of stress could be detected by evaluating the image of the face, such as eyes,
nose, and mouth. Prasetio et al. [16] developed a stress recognition system with three
classes (neutral, low stress, high stress) based on the CNN and histogram features from
face images.

II.C.2

Stress Detection Using Facial Cues

Pediaditis et al. [29] aims to find an effective way to use the facial features for the
detection of stress and anxiety. The facial signs consist of mouth activity, heart rate,
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eye blink rate and movement, head motion. The feature of the signs shows promising
results on classification problems on the relaxed and stress binary class.

Giannakakis et al. [30] developed a framework for stress and detection using facial
cues. The facial features used for investigation include eyes, mouth, head movement,
and heart rate from rPPG. These features are proved to be related to stress and anxiety.
23 subjects are exposed to a variety of stressors that induce different affective states
(neutral, relaxed, stress). KNN, generalized likelihood ratio, naïve Bayes, AdaBoost,
and SVM are used for machine learning on the selected features derived from different
models.

II.C.3

Stress Detection Using Facial Action Units

In contrast to the previous works where the features of the facial expression are used to
the detection of stress, Facial Action Units (AU) from the Facial Action Units Coding
System (FACS) [31] is an alternative way of extracting features from the face by providing intensity information or binary information on face actions. The muscle patterns
on the face are divided into 46 primary AUs and different emotions could be determined
by the analysis of the AUs. Viegas et al. [17] developed a stress detection model using
17 AUs such as lid tightener, cheek raiser, outer brow raiser, and blink. And machine
learning classifiers such as random forest, LDA, Gaussian naïve Bayes, and decision
trees are used on the AU features from the face videos.

FACS is also used in a non-intrusive architecture of determining stress levels for health
practitioners. Gavrilescu et al. [32] used 31 AUs to determine different Depression
Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) levels. The architecture is composite of three layers. The
first layers take in the video sequences, and apply face detection, finding eyes and mouth
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blocks. After that Active Appearance Models and SVMs are used for the AUs. The
second layer a matrix is a matrix built on the AU levels on the current frame and the
consequent frames. The third layer are using a feed-forward neural network to analyze
the matrix to predict the DASS levels, including five states from normal to extremely
severe.

II.C.4

Stress Detection Using Deep Learning

Zhang et al. [33] proposed a Two-leveled Stress Detection Network (TSDNet), which
is the first framework that learns both the representations of facial expressions and action motion and fuses the results to weighted integrator and returns the binary result
on the stress state. The first level of the network is face-level representation learning.
The face regions are localized using a cascade convolutional network [34]. Then the
keyframes of the sequence of the face images are identified using ResNet [35] trained
on the FER2013 Dataset [36]. The face level representation starts the difference between the most expressive and less expressive frames and a multiscale pooling attention
mechanism is applied to learn the face representation. The second level of the network is
the action level representation learning which generates the representations of the spatial representation of the image sequences stream and temporal representations of the
optical flow stream. The representation is integrated with a local and global attention
layer that generates the final stress state. The TSDNet shows better performance than
the 17 AUs based model [17] , 31 AUs based model [32] , and facial cue-based model
[30].

Mou et al. [37] developed a multimodal framework of driver stress detection using a fusion model taking in noninvasive data such as eye (pupil diameter, gaze dispersion, blink
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frequency), vehicle (steering wheel, brake, and gas pedal), and environment (distance,
lane, time of the day, weather). The model is a fusion model based on attention 1dCNN and LSTM. Feature extractions from the CNN-LSTM framework are fused with
an attention layer and the output is three stress levels. The dataset is using a driving
simulator and remote eye tracker from 22 participants.

II.C.5

Stress Detection Using Facial Thermal Videos

In addition to stress detection using visible spectrums videos, studies of recognition of
stress using facial data in the thermal spectrums (TS) are also implemented. The thermal
spectrum videos capture the blood flows changes under the skins and above the muscle
layers, allowing stress detection due to the skin temperature change [38].

Sharma et al. [18] proposed thermal spectrum and visible spectrum video database
ANUStressDB, containing 35 subject face videos with stressed and not-stressed labels.
The thermal spectrum is captured using a FLIR infrared camera. A computational model
utilizing spatiotemporal characteristics of the videos and an SVM is used for stress classification.

A real-time system for emotion state detection using facial expressions is developed
by Gao et. al [39] The system could monitor the stress level using a video sequence
collected from a near-infrared camera. The video contains the frontal view of the face
of a driver. The face acquisition module detects and tracks the driver’s face and the
stress detection module extract features using a pretrained emotion model. The proposed
best system can successfully detect in-door and in-car test cases on stress and nonstress
classification.
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Kumar et al. [40] proposed StressNet, which is an end-to-end network that takes the
input of a thermal video and outputs the predicted initial systolic time interval (ISTI)
signals. The deep learning model contains a spatial module initialed from imageNet
and a temporal module using LSTM. and the ISTI signal could be used for the stress detection network. 42 subjects participated in the study and nonstress and stress conditions
show a significant difference in the ISTI signal representation.

II.C.6

Stress Detection Based on PPG

PPG signals-based pulse rate variability (PRV) features are proved to be valid for multilevel stress detection by Zubair et al. [15]. A five-level stress detection system using
wearable sensors is developed. Sixty seconds of PPG signals are collected on each of the
14 graduates recruited for the experiment. PPG signals are collected using a pulse sensor on the fingertips. The beat-to-beat interval series is estimated from the PPG signals
and proposed new features are extracted using Poincare plot together with the traditional
features on time domain and frequency domain of pulse rate variability. Features are
selected. Classifiers such as quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) are used to recognize multilevel stress.

II.C.7

Stress Detection Based on rPPG

Bousefsaf et al. [41] introduce a new framework of using facial videos of the subjects to
extract rPPG signals and HRV features. The features include the third-order derivative
of HRV, HF, and HR signal. The features are smoothed and compared to EDA. It shows
proposed signal is in close agreement with the EDA signal. And the values for the
relaxing session and the stress sessions surveys are significantly different. The stress
curves tend to increase in the stress sessions and decrease in the relax sessions, indicating
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the relevance of the stress to the BVP and the EDA signals. 12 subjects participated in
the study.

Mitsuhashi et al. [42] proposed a method to measure 4 stress levels based on the PRV
features based on a facial video with rPPG approaches, which is the first work on using
rPPG for measuring multilevel stress states. The model uses a KNN to classify based on
5 HR and HRV features derived from PRV signals including AVNN, RMSSD, pNN50,
nLF/HF, HR_rr. 7 subjects participates in the study. The classification performance
shows a combination approach using HMS and 2SR signal extra has the best accuracy.

Nikolaiev et al. [43] using the R-R intervals calculated from the rPPG pulse signals to
compute the stress index proposed by R. Baevskiy [44]. The formula based on the R-R
intervals histogram can capture the stress levels of drivers and 23 students in exams.
Despite the visual signs of the face that is not noticeable by human, rPPG still able to
differentiate the internal stress state of the subjects.

Table 1 is a comparison table of the existing literature.
Reference
Type
Features
Levels
Prasetio et al. [16]
Image
Facial cues
3
Pediaditis et al. [29]
Video
Facial cues
2
Giannakakis et al. [30]
Video
Facial cues
2
Gao et al. [39]
TS Video
Facial cues
2
Viegas et al. [17]
Video
17 AUs
2
Video
31 AUs
5
Gavrilescu et al. [32]
Zhang et al. [33]
Video
DL extracted
2
Multimodal
DL extracted
3
Mou et al. [37]
TS Video
DL extracted
2
Kumar et al. [40]
Sharma et al. [18]
TS+VS Video Video features
2
Zubair et al. [15]
PPG
PRV
5
Bousefsaf et al. [41]
rPPG
PRV
2
rPPG
PRV
4
Mitsuhashi et al. [42]
Nikolaiev et al. [43]
rPPG
Stress index
N.A.

Subjects
N.A.
23
23
38
5
128
122
22
42
35
14
12
7
23

Year
2018
2015
2017
2014
2018
2019
2020
2021
2020
2014
2020
2013
2019
2020

Table 1: Comparison of stress detection literature. TS = Thermal spectrums, VS = visible spectrums, DL = deep learning, AU = facial action units, PRV = Pulse rate variability
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III

rPPG HRV Detection Using CWT-SNR

Heart rate variability (HRV) is a measurement for a cardiovascular health condition, and
it can be obtained from a photoplethysmography signal by capturing the slight color
change in human skin as a result of blood volume change. Remote photoplethysmography signals (rPPG) can be extracted from videos of human faces. Current rPPG signal
postprocessing typically selects a certain fixed range of the frequency in the power spectrum of the signal. This paper describes a method to use the signal-to-noise ratio to assist
in the selection of the adaptive range of the frequency that may contain HRV information. The UBFC-rPPG dataset is used for validation. The experiment result shows a
regression result of 0.88 correlation in the results from the face video compared to the
ground truth data in SDRR and 0.63 in RMSSD. The proposed method of this paper has
better accuracy compared to the classical methods.

III.A Introduction
According to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, coronary heart
disease, heart failure strike, and hypertension have a prevalence of 48% among adults.
Cardiovascular disease causes more death than cancer and over 360,000 people dead of
coronary heart disease in 2016 and the estimation of direct and indirect cardiovascular
disease cost in the United States was 351 billion in 2014 to 2015 [45]. People with such
diseases may require a portable system to monitor heart status because it can reduce the
unnecessary cost of visiting clinics and reduce mortality [46]. Photoplethysmography
(PPG) based medical devices have grown increasingly common for heart status monitoring. Photoplethysmography is a typical non-invasive method that measures changes in
the light reflection from human skin due to the blood volume variations through the car-
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diovascular pulse cycle [11]. This change in the light reflection is an indicator of heart
rate. Professional heart rate measurement devices are expensive and uncomfortable to
use. In recent years, several algorithms have been developed to achieve heart rate results
similar to medical devices. However, there has been little work on non-invasive heart
variability (HRV) detection using remote photoplethysmography (rPPG). Most related
works focus on the algorithm to improve heart rate result accuracy derived from rPPG
signal extracted from fingertip or face, but not HRV. In this paper, we present the design
of a noninvasive way to estimate HRV using human face videos.

HRV is a valid physiological parameter obtained from pulse signals, which in concept
means variation of heart rate. It provides a quantitative measurement for autonomic
activity level, considering the significant relationship between the autonomic nervous
system and cardiovascular activities [13]. The measurement of HRV is a multidisciplinary research area and has importance in many research areas such as computer vision, deep learning, health care, psychology, and sociology. HRV and the rPPG pulse
signal patterns are good indicators for acute psychology, social and mental aspects of
stress detection.

The design enables HRV measurement through a chromatic analysis of blood pulse at
the face of the user by measuring the absorption properties of different wavelengths
of environment light. This is achieved by using collecting a face video from the RGB
camera. The region that contains HRV is selected and the rPPG signal is reconstructed
from the video. The rPPG signal is interpolated and filtered by continuous wavelet
transformation (CWT). Signal to noise ratio is used to provide an adaptive bandpass in
the filtering of the signal.
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The contribution of this chapter is as follows:

• A new algorithm for rPPG signal post-processing using the signal-to-noise ratio
to adjust the CWT bandpass filtering is proposed.

• A framework for deriving HRV from face videos which have better accuracy than
the existing algorithms.

III.B Related Works
Peng et al. [47] showed PPG signals can be collected from fingertips positioned on a
smartphone camera. However, this method requires the subject to stay still, which has
the same disadvantage as the traditional methods. Poh et al. [48] proposed a new noncontact method, which is known as rPPG. The method uses the front face of the phone
camera to extract PPG signals. De Haan et al. [49] extend the work by using CHROM
for rPPG extraction for heart rate detection. This method is further implemented by
Huang et al. [50], which provides an algorithm with improvement in the detection accuracy for heart rate and HRV for low-resolution videos. Wang et al. [51] proved POS
method can generate a better-quality signal than CHROM. for heart rate measurement.

The major algorithms developed through the years on rPPG signal extraction includes
blind signal separation (BSS) [48], independent component analysis (ICA) [52], chrominance (CHROM) [47], blood volume pulse signature (PBV) [53], spatial subspace rotation (2SR) [54], plane orthogonal to skin tone (POS) [51]. Table 2 shows the details on
rPPG extractions algorithms.

To improve the accuracy of the cardiovascular parameters derived from rPPG signals,
Huang et al. [50] designed a framework of HRV detection using rPPG signals from facial
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Algorithm
blind signal separation (BSS) [48]
independent component analysis (ICA) [52]
chrominance (CHROM) [47]
blood volume pulse signature (PBV) [53]
spatial subspace rotation (2SR) [54]
chrominance (CHROM) [50]
plane orthogonal to skin tone (POS) [51]

ROI

Parameter

Year

Face
Forehead
Face
Face
Face
Face
Face

HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR, HRV
HR

2010
2012
2013
2014
2016
2016
2017

Table 2: Algorithms on rPPG extraction
video clips. It showed better accuracy than previous methods. It proposed CWT-MAX
for signal denoising by choosing the most significant scale to reconstruct the signal
in the power spectrum, which is still a traditional signal processing method based on
continuous wavelet transformation and bandpass filtering.

III.C UBFC-rPPG Dataset
Many efforts have been made in recent years on studying the rPPG algorithms on heart
rate with existing public datasets such as MAHNOB and MMSE-HR. However, the
videos are under strong compression making the valuable information impossible to
extract[55]. Normally heart rate estimation requires a lower quality video than HRV. An
uncompressed video dataset is required to derive the best results for HRV. We developed
the algorithms and compared the performance on the public data set UBFC-rPPG.

Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comte rPPG (UBFC-rPPG) is a dataset proposed for rPPG
studies [56]. Subject faces were recorded using a webcam (Logitech C920 HD Pro)
at 30fps and a resolution of 640x480. The video file is an avi file in uncompressed 8bit RGB format. The ground truth PPG signal wave was recorded using the CMS50E
transmissive pulse oximeter. It is a popular data set used for the validation of different
rPPG approaches.
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III.D rPPG Feature Extraction Method
III.D.1

Face Detection

The algorithm starts with face detection and skin detection to select the ROI (region of
interest). Viola-Jones detection [57] is used in the face detection. The cascade object
detector uses the Viola-Jones algorithm to detect faces, noses, eyes, mouth, or upper
body. Face detection can detect certain features common on the human face, such as
the location and size of the face. The machine learning approach is used to build each
layer of classifier after training based on a large dataset of human face images. After the
face is detected on the first frame of the video, a rectangular bounding box of the face
is recorded as the ROI. Then Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [58] algorithm can be used
to provide motion tracking of the object in the video in the consequent frames. Because
of the motion tracking algorithm, the ROI is robust to the movement and rotation of the
face.

III.D.2

Skin Detection

After the face detection algorithm locates the position of the face in a rectangular bounding box, the skin detection algorithm is applied on the ROI to select the skin pixels out
of the box to narrow down the ROI. The algorithm is based on a statistical analysis of
the skin color database to select the proper range of color in the YCrCb color space[59].
As provided, a pixel is detected as skin if the following property is satisfied:

98 ≤ Cb ≤ 142, 133 ≤ Cr ≤ 177

Figure III-3 shows how the ROI changes after the face detection algorithm operate.

(1)
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(a) The original frame in the video from UBFC dataset

(b) the region of interest after face detection

(c) the region of interest after skin detection

Figure III-3: ROI selection
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III.D.3

Mean Value of RGB

After the skin pixels are selected from the ROI, the mean value of the RGB channels
of each frame is calculated as follows. For frame index i, the raw RGB-signal Ci ∈
{Ri , Gi , Bi } is the mean value of all the pixel values range from [0, 255] in the region
of interest of that frame.
X Pn
N
n∈ROI

Ci =

(2)

where Pn is the nth pixel value in the ROI and N is the total count of the pixels in the
ROI. Figure III-4 shows the signal corresponding to the RGB channels.

III.D.4

Amplitude Selective Filtering

As shown in [60], amplitude selective filtering (ASF) eliminates noise distortions from
the signal that is close to the pulse signal range (0.75Hz to 4Hz), such as body motions
while running, which is used to preprocess the RGB signals before extracting the pulse
signal. This study based on 88 video intervals shows that the relative amplitude of the
R channel is within the range of [0.001,0.002]. R channel is used for the selection of the
correct signal range in the power spectrum. First, the signal is normalized by the mean
value.

C̃ =

C − µ(C)
µ(C)

(3)

Then, let F be the fast Fourier transform of C and we choose the R channel to derive
the AC components. The weighting vector is given by:
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Figure III-4: The mean value of RGB channel and the corresponding signal
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 1
Wi =

if |Fi | < amax



 ∆/|Fi | elsewhere,

(4)

where amax = 0.002, ∆ = 0.0001. Then we use inverse Fourier transformation to
transform F̃ back to Ĉ, where F̃ = W · F , the inner product of W and F̃ .

III.D.5

rPPG Extraction Using POS

Plane orthogonal to the Skin-tone method [51] is used to extract pulse signals from the
RGB signals after the ASF step. It assumes the RGB signals are the mixture result
from three different source signals. One of them is the pulse signal and the others are
light sources or background noise. The algorithm is based on the study of the optical
and physiological model of the skin reflection and can separate the pulse signal that is
independent of the skin tone and light source.
The algorithm is given as follows. Let C = [R, G, B]T , where R, G, B are the signals
processed after the ASF. Then each signal is temporal normalized by an interval length
l in frames. The normalized signal is projected into a new space to form S

S = PC

where



(5)



 0 1 −1

P =


−2 1 1

(6)

The reconstructed signal H is given as the accumulated sum of the normalized signal by
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each l frame interval h
H=

N
X

hi

(7)

i=l

where,

h i = S1 +

σ(S1 )
· S2
σ(S2 )

(8)

Figure III-5: reconstructed rPPG signal H

III.D.6

Signal Postprocessing by CWT

After the pulse signal is extracted, as shown in Figure III-5, postprocessing steps are
used for denoising. Because the signal is sampled at 30Hz, interpolation to 240Hz is
needed to smooth the signal. Then continuous wavelet transformation (CWT) is used to
transform the signal into frequency magnitude scalogram as shown in Figure III-6.
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Continuous wavelet transform is a method to transform the signal from the time domain
to the frequency domain. The signal can be represented by a function x(t). The continuous wavelet transform of a function x(t) at a scale a and translation value b is given by
the equation.

1
Xw (a, b) = 1/2
|a|

Z

∞

x(t)ψ̄(
−∞

t−a
)dt
b

(9)

where ψ(t) is a continuous function. The overline represents operation of complex conjugate. To recover the original signal x(t), the inverse wavelet transformation is given
by:

x(t) =

Cψ−1

Z

∞

Z

0

∞
−∞

Xw (a, b)

1
t−a
da
ψ̃(
)db 2
1/2
|a|
b
a

(10)

ψ̃(t) is the dual function of ψ(t) and Cψ is the admissible constant given by

Z

∞

Cψ =
0

|ψ̂(ξ)|
dξ < ∞
|ξ|

(11)

ψ̂(ξ) is a Fourier version of ψ(ξ).

There are many approaches for post-processing the rPPG signal. The most widely used
approach is CWT-bandpass (CWT-BP), which is to select only the magnitude of the
signal within the pulse rate range (0.75Hz to 4Hz) and reset all the others to 0 and then
use inverse wavelet transformation to reconstitute the signal. The result is shown in
Figure III-7, where only a fixed range of frequency is selected.
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Figure III-6: The signal H after CWT

Figure III-7: The signal H after CWT-BP
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An improvement based on CWT-Bandpass is CWT-MAX. It computes the summation
of all magnitude within the frequency range of pulse rate and chooses the corresponding frequency to the maximum summation point to reconstruct the signal as shown in
Figure III-8.

Figure III-8: The signal H after CWT-MAX

Based on these two approaches, we proposed the Signal to Noise Ratio Bandpass Filtering (CWT-SNR). Instead of choosing only one center frequency, a range of frequencies
around the CWT-MAX frequency is selected. For example, in Figure III-8, the CWTMAX frequency is 1.5864Hz. In Figure III-10, and the proper percentage around that
frequency is p=19%, then the range of 1.5864(1 − p)Hz to 1.5864(1 + p)Hz is selected.
To determine what is the proper percentage p, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
corresponding signal reconstructed from inverse CWT is calculated. The parameter p
corresponding to the maximum SNR is selected to reconstruct the signal. In certain
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Figure III-9: The signal H after CWT-SNR
cases, a CWT-SNR can preserve a certain higher magnitude range in the magnitude
scalogram than CWT-MAX.

Signal to noise ratio is defined by the ratio of the power of the signal to the power of
the background noise. The input is a modified periodogram multiplied by the input
time series by a Kaiser window with β = 38. The fundamental and first 6 harmonics
are excluded. For a signal, xn , sampled at f s samples per unit time with hn a window
function, the modified periodogram is defined by
N −1
∆t X
|
xn hn e−j2πf n |2 , −1/2∆t < f ≤ 1/2∆t
P̂ (f ) =
N n=0

∆t is the sampling interval.

(12)
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Figure III-10: p value and the correpsonding SNR
III.D.7

Peak Detection

After the signal is reconstructed by inverse CWT, the peak detection algorithm is used
to detect peaks of the signal. The default peak detection algorithm in Matlab is used
with a parameter specified for minimum peak distance D. The peak result is shown in
Figure III-11.

D=

r
Fmax

,

(13)

where r = 0.8, F max is the frequency corresponding to the maximum accumulated
magnitude in the CWT-MAX algorithm.
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Figure III-11: Peak detection result
III.D.8

RR Interval and HRV Computation

RR interval is defined as the time interval of the consequent peaks. The results for RRs
are shown in Figure III-12.

RRi = P Pi − P Pi−1

(14)

where RRi is the ith RR interval and P Pi is the time for the ith peak.
We use HRV time domain definitions SDRR and RMSSD as result. SDRR is defined
as standard deviation of all RR intervals, that is
rP
SDRR =

i (RRi

− mean(RR))2
N −1

(15)
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Figure III-12: RR intervals
RMSSD is defined as the square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences
between adjacent RR intervals.
rP
RM SSD =

i

DRRi2
N

(16)

where DRRi = RRi+1 − RRi

III.E Results and Discussions
All the 42 videos in the UBFC-rPPG dataset were used to derive the results from the
algorithm using ASF, POS, and CWT-SNR. The ground truth results were computed
from the ground truth pulse signal data included in the UBFC-rPPG dataset.

To compare the improvement in the performance of the algorithm, it is compared to
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the results from the algorithm proposed in [50]. The results shown in Figure III-13 to
Figure III-16 shows the improvement in the RMSSD correlation from 0.34 to 0.63 and
the improvement in the SDRR correlation from 0.43 to 0.88. The proposed algorithm
shows a better performance than the available HRV computing algorithm.

One limitation is that in the UBFC dataset, the subjects sit with slight movement. We
need further validation of the algorithm on cases where the subject is moving significantly in the video.

Figure III-13: The proposed algorithm result for RMSSD, the x axis is the result derived
from the face video and the y axis is the value for the ground truth data

In this chapter, we proposed a new postprocessing method to design a very effective
rPPG method for detecting the HRV. Based on the observation that the signal-to-noise
ratio varied while selecting different bandpass widths for the power spectrum, we used a
modified periodogram of the signal, to select the frequency components that optimized
the SNR for rPPG after pulse extraction. We named this method ”Signal to Noise Ratio
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Figure III-14: The proposed algorithm result for SDRR, the x axis is the result derived
from the face video and the y axis is the value for the ground truth data

Figure III-15: The result for RMSSD using CRHOM+CWT-MAX, the x axis is the
result derived from the face video and the y axis is the value for the ground truth data
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Figure III-16: The result for SDRR using CRHOM+CWT-MAX, the x axis is the result
derived from the face video and the y axis is the value for the ground truth data

Figure III-17: RMSSD absolute error in the proposed algorithm
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Figure III-18: RMSSD absolute error in the compared algorithm

Figure III-19: RMSSD absolute error in the proposed algorithm
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Figure III-20: RMSSD absolute error in the compared algorithm
Bandpass Filtering” (CWT-SNR), which uses the SNR, instead of the more common
fixed frequency range provided by the Band-Pass Filtering (BPF). The proposed CWTSNR can be used as a post-processing step in general rPPG algorithms to improve their
robustness. The experiment dataset UBFC containing face videos showed that using
CWT-SNR in the post-processing brings significant improvements with a correlation of
0.63 in RMSSD and 0.88 in SDRR. To further implement in real-world applications, the
method needs evaluation on video recordings with significant motion.
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IV

Dynamics Reconstruction of rPPG

Photoplethysmography-based medical devices are widely used for cardiovascular status
monitoring. In recent years, many algorithms have been developed to achieve cardiovascular monitoring results comparable to the medical device from remote photoplethysmography (rPPG). rPPG is usually collected from the region of interest of the subject
face and has been used for heart rate detection. Though there were many works on the
study of chaos dynamics of PPG, very few are on the characteristics of the rPPG signal.
The main purpose of this study is to discover rPPG dynamics from nonlinear signal processing techniques, which may provide insight for improving the accuracy of cardiovascular status monitoring. Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté Remote PhotoPlethysmoGraphy dataset is used for the experiment. The results show rPPG is considered chaotic.
The best-estimated embedding dimension for the rPPG signal is between 3 to 4. The
time delay is 10 for an interpolated 240Hz rPPG signal. The interpolation process will
increase the complexity level and reduce the correlation dimension of the rPPG. The
bandpass filtering process will reduce the complexity level and the correlation dimension of the rPPG. Introducing the features derived from reconstructed phase space such
as Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension, and approximate entropy could improve
the accuracy of heart rate variability detection from rPPG.

IV.A Introduction
There are many works about nonlinear analysis of the PPG signals to improve the detection accuracy and discover underlying characteristics of the PPG signals. PPG signals collected from healthy young human subjects are consistent with the definition of
chaos movement [61]. The method of phase space reconstruction has been applied to
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PPG signals and shows PPG can provide an earlier warning of deterioration based on
PPG signals because it provides a similar trend for the parameters derived from arterial
blood pressure (ABP) [62]. There are also studies on PPG signals collected not from
near-infrared light. The experiment results show the PPGs collected under the red or
green light are chaotic[63].

In addition to PPG, nonlinear signal processing techniques also apply to the rPPG. It is
possible to use phase space reconstruction on the rPPG signals collected from the skin of
the wrist. The interpolated and filtered signals can be considered as noise-contaminated
deterministic signals [64]. However, the previous studies are based on PPG signals with
a high sampling rate, mostly over 200Hz, or the study of the rPPG collected in an area
with little noise and motion. There has been little work on rPPG chaotic analysis based
on video collected from the face, which has a lower sampling rate of 30Hz and large
noise due to the distance and the motion of the body. In this paper, we present the
analysis of the chaotic dynamics of rPPG collected from human face videos.

The contribution of this chapter is as follows:

• The chaotic dynamics for different PPG and rPPG signals are compared.

• Phase space reconstruction method is used to discover the underlying characteristics of rPPG.

• The analysis shows introducing the features derived from reconstructed phase
space could improve the accuracy of HRV detection.
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Figure IV-21: Method Overview

IV.B rPPG Extraction Method
The approach mainly follows the method proposed by Huang et al [50]. Some recent
enhancements such as amplitude selective filtering and plane orthogonal to skin tone
method are included. The flowchart of the whole method is in Figure IV-21.
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IV.C Chaotic Dynamics Analysis of PPG and rPPG
IV.C.1 PPG and rPPG Signals
UBFC-rPPG is a dataset containing video data of an average length of 1 minute. Logitech C920 HD Pro is used to collect the video of the frontal face at a distance of about
1 meter from the camera. All experiments are conducted indoors with varying amounts
of sunlight and indoor illumination. The recordings have an uncompressed AVI format
at 30fps and a resolution of 640x480. The ground truth PPG signal was recorded simultaneously using the CMS50E transmissive pulse oximeter. An example of the ground
truth PPG signal is in Figure IV-22.

Figure IV-22: ground truth PPG signal

Based on the data provided by the UBFC-rPPG data set, we extract 4 signals for phase
space reconstruction. The ground truth PPG signal is not uniformly sampled. To apply
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the approach, we interpolate the ground-truth signal to 240Hz by linear spline (PPG
240Hz). The rPPG signal is extracted from the video files at an original frequency
of 30Hz (rPPG 30Hz) and interpolated to 240Hz (rPPG 240Hz). Then the signal is
bandpass filtered by the continuous wavelet transformation (rPPG filtered).

IV.C.2 Phase Space Reconstruction

(a) time delay for PPG 240Hz

(c) time delay for rPPG 240Hz

(b) time delay for rPPG 30Hz

(d) time delay for rPPG filtered

Figure IV-23: The estimated time delay τ for 4 signals. Histogram x-axis :the value
range of the τ . Histogram y-axis: frequency

A uniformly sampled time series signal with a single variable X = (x1 , x2 , x3 ...xn ) can
be reconstructed a phase space which has m-dimension. If the embedding method uses
time lag τ , the delayed reconstruction has coordinates as Xr = (xj , xj+τ , ...xj+(m−1)τ ).
The time delay τ can be estimated by finding the first minimum value of the average
mutual information (AMI), which is computed as
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AM I(t) =

N
X
i=1

p(xi , xi+t )log2 [

p(xi, xi+t )
]
p(xi )p(xi+t )

(17)

where N is the length of the signal and t is the time lag.

The embedding dimension m can be estimated using the false nearest neighbor algorithm. For a dimension m, the points Xir and nearest point Xir∗ are false neighbors
if

s

D2 (m + 1) − D2 (m)
> T hreshold
D2 (m)

(18)

where D2 (m) = ||Xir − Xir∗ ||2 .
The result for the estimation of the time delay τ and embedding dimension are in Figure IV-23 and Figure IV-24.

The estimated time delay for rPPG 30Hz is centered and 3. The estimated time delay
for PPG 240Hz and rPPG filtered is mostly at τ = 10 and for rPPG 240Hz is centered
at τ = 5.It shows after the filtering step, the estimated time delay changed from 5 to 10.
The bandpass filtering for the rPPG signal is required to keep the time delay τ similar
to the PPG signal after interpolation. The embedding dimension for all signals is either
m = 3 or m = 4. And PPG 240Hz, rPPG 30Hz, and rPPG 240Hz have the majority
of the signal from 42 subjects at embedding dimension m = 4. After bandpass filtering
by continuous wavelet transformation, the rPPG filtered has a majority of embedding
dimension m = 3. It shows that the postprocessing of the signal by bandpass filtering
reduces the complexity of the signal.
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(a) embedding dimension for PPG 240Hz (b) embedding dimension for rPPG 30Hz

(c) embedding dimension for rPPG 240Hz

(d) embedding dimension for rPPG filtered

Figure IV-24: The estimated embedding dimension m for 4 signals. Histogram x-axis :the
value range of the m. Histogram y-axis: frequency

An example of the phase space reconstruction result is shown in Figure IV-25. The
phase space reconstruction result is based on the 4 signals collected and extracted from
Subject No.10. The embedding dimension is m = 3 for data visualization purposes.
The time delay τ = 10 for PPG 240Hz and rPPG filtered and τ = 3 for rPPG 30Hz
and τ = 5 for rPPG 240Hz. The example shows there are similarities between the PPG
240Hz and the rPPG filtered signal.

IV.C.3 Lyapunov Exponent
A chaotic system is sensitive to initial conditions. The chaotic level can be quantified by
the Lyapunov exponent, which is used to characterize the trajectories in the phase space
to measure the rate of divergence of neighboring trajectories. Any chaotic system must
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(a) reconstructed trajectories for PPG (b) reconstructed trajectories for rPPG
240Hz
30Hz

(c) reconstructed trajectories for rPPG
240Hz

(d) reconstructed trajectories for rPPG filtered

Figure IV-25: An example of reconstructed trajectories in m = 3 for 4 signals
have at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. So the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE)
can be used to determine whether a system is chaotic. The algorithm for computing LLE
mainly follows [65]. The LLE of all signals is positive, indicating the PPG and rPPG
signals are consistent with the definition of a chaotic dynamic system.

IV.C.4 Correlation Dimension
The correlation dimension is usually referred to as a type of fractal dimension, which
measures the dimension of the space occupied by random points. It can be used to
separate chaos from random noise. The correlation dimension is the slope of C(R)vs.R,
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where R is the radius of similarity and C(R) is given by

C(R) =

2

PN

Ni (R)
N (N − 1)
i=1

(19)

where Ni (R) is the number of the points within the range R of point i. The statistical
distribution for correlation dimension is in Figure IV-26.

(a) correlation dimension for PPG 240Hz (b) correlation dimension for rPPG 30Hz

(c) correlation dimension for rPPG 240Hz

(d) correlation dimension for rPPG filtered

Figure IV-26: The estimated correlation dimension for 4 signals. Histogram x-axis :the value
range of the correlation dimension. Histogram y-axis: frequency

The average value for correlation dimension is 2.5022 for ground truth PPG 240Hz
signal. The correlation dimensions are 4.1118 and 3.2700 for rPPG 30Hz and rPPG
240Hz respectively. In general, rPPG contains more noise from the illumination and
the motion of the subject than PPG signals, thus the correlation dimension should be
higher. The result rPPG 240Hz has less correlation dimension than rPPG 30Hz also
indicates the interpolation process reduces the correlation dimension. rPPG filtered has
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an average correlation dimension value of 2.908, which is less than the unfiltered signal.
It means the filtering process significantly reduces the noise in the rPPG signals. The
reduction in the correlation dimension also means the filtered rPPG signal is more close
to the ground truth signal.

IV.C.5 Approximate Entropy

(a) approximate entropy for PPG 240Hz

(c) approximate entropy for rPPG 240Hz

(b) approximate entropy for rPPG 30Hz

(d) approximate entropy for rPPG filtered

Figure IV-27: The estimated approximate entropy for 4 signals. Histogram x-axis :the value
range of the approximate entropy. Histogram y-axis: frequency

The unpredictability of the time series data can be quantified by approximate entropy. A
higher value of approximate entropy indicates a higher irregularity and more fluctuations
in the uniformly sampled time series data. If more repetitive patterns of a signal are
observed, the signal is more predictable and thus has a smaller value of approximate
entropy. The complexity level can be quantified by the approximate entropy derived
from a time series.
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The approximate entropy is calculated as ϕm − ϕm+1 , where,

PN −m+1
ϕm =

log(Ni )
N −m+1

i=1

(20)

where m is the embedding dimension, N is the number of data points, Ni is s the number
of the points within the radius of similarity R of point i. The statistical distribution for
approximate entropy is in Figure IV-27.

Figure IV-28: SDRR results derived from the rPPG filtered (RMSE = 13.72)

IV.D Results and Discussions
The average value for approximate entropy is 0.4963 for ground truth PPG 240Hz signal. The approximate entropy are 0.2315 and 1.0156 for rPPG 30Hz and rPPG 240Hz
respectively. The result rPPG 240Hz has higher approximate entropy than rPPG 30Hz
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Figure IV-29: SDRR results derived from the regression model using HRV detection
results derived from the rPPG, Lyanpunov exponent, correlation dimension and approximate entropy (RMSE = 12.19)
indicating the interpolation process increases the approximate entropy and introduces
more complexity into the signal. rPPG filtered has an average approximate entropy
value of 0.6885, which is less than the unfiltered signal. It means the filtering process
will significantly reduce the complexity of the signal. It also means the filtered rPPG
signal is more close to the ground truth signal.

The signal properties derived from the reconstructed phase space include Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension, and approximate entropy. These properties can be used
to improve the current HRV detection method accuracy based on rPPG as an additional
feature for a regression model.

After the rPPG signal is derived from the face video (rPPG 30Hz), interpolated (rPPG
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240Hz), and bandpass filtered (rPPG filtered), the signal is reconstructed by inverse
CWT. The peak detection algorithm is used to detect peaks of the signal.

RR interval is defined as the time interval of the consequent peaks.

RRi = P Pi − P Pi−1

(21)

where RRi is the ith RR interval and P Pi is the time for the ith peak.
We use HRV time domain definitions SDRR. SDRR is defined as standard deviation of
all RR intervals, that is
rP
SDRR =

i (RRi

− mean(RR))2
N −1

(22)

The HRV result derived from the ground truth signal and rPPG filtered is shown in Figure IV-28. with RMSE = 13.72. We can improve the accuracy by building a regression
model using 4 features, including the HRV detection results derived from the rPPG,
Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension, and approximate entropy. The HRV result
derived from the ground truth PPG240Hz signal and Gaussian process regression model
is shown in Fig Figure IV-29 with RMSE = 12.19.

The main purpose of this study is to investigate rPPG dynamics from nonlinear signal processing techniques. The PPG and rPPG signals obtained from the UBFC-rPPG
dataset are used for the experiment. The phase space reconstruction methods are applied to test the chaotic characteristics of rPPG dynamics. The obtained results provided
strong evidence that rPPG is considered as deterministic chaotic after interpolation and
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bandpass filtering. Additionally, we discovered the best embedding dimension for the
rPPG signal is between 3 to 4. The time delay is 10 for a 240Hz rPPG signal. The
phase space reconstruction shows bandpass filtering is required to preserve the topological similarities of the rPPG signal and the PPG signals. The interpolation process
will increase the complexity level and reduce the correlation dimension of the rPPG.
The bandpass filtering process will reduce the complexity level and the correlation dimension of the rPPG. Including the features such as Lyapunov exponent, correlation
dimension and approximate entropy could reduce the RMSE of HRV detection.

This result provides some insight into the feasibility of using the rPPG signal for cardiovascular state monitoring. Nonlinear approaches may become a potential method
used to evaluate the quality of different rPPG extraction algorithms. The applications
of nonlinear signal methods may also contribute to future studies of human mental and
physiological health detection.
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V

Stress Assessment using Deep Learning

Stress has a significant impact on the physical and mental health of an individual and is
a growing concern for society. Facial video-based stress evaluation from non-invasive
cameras has proven to be a more efficient method to evaluate stress in comparison to
approaches that use questionnaires or wearable sensors. Plenty of classification models
have been built for stress detection. However, most do not consider individual differences. Also, the results for such models are limited by a uni-dimensional definition of
stress levels lacking a comprehensive quantitative definition of stress. A framework
that utilizes the multilevel video frame representations from deep learning that utilizes
a baseline video and a target video of the same subject is proposed in this chapter. The
framework could output the quantitative stress score in multiple dimensions. We compared the assessment performance of different deep learning architectures based on the
UBFC-Phys dataset. The results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of using
deep learning to capture the personalized stress features.

Through this work, the following novel contributions are made as described in this chapter:

• A deep learning framework for quantitative multidimensional stress assessment
based on the facial video data. Our method improves the state-of-the-art techniques.

• A solution that incorporates personalization, leveraging the differences between
the baseline and target video from the same subject.

• A comparison of results using multiple deep learning architectures. This is an
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important step in understanding why certain architectures generate better representations of the human face in the context of stress.

V.A Method
The proposed method is in this research is a deep neural network-based stress assessment
framework from face video data. The framework could predict the differences between
the measurement of the final state and initial state as in Figure V-30.

Figure V-30: Proposed model
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V.B UBFC-Phys Dataset
UBFC-Phys [66] is a dataset that aims to study social stress and physiological responses
and it is the only dataset so far containing the remote physiological response and quantified social stress scores. It contains facial videos and the stress scores for model training
and validation. The dataset contains 168 videos from 56 subjects. Each video has a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels and is collected at 35fps. The video length is 3min.

Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) [67] is a protocol designed for investigating psychobiological stress responses in a laboratory setting. It mainly consists of the rest period and
experiment period when the subjects need to perform mental tasks that will cause stress.
Inspired by the Trier Social Stress Test, there are 3 tasks performed at the experiment, a
resting task (T1), speech task (T2), and arithmetic task (T3). The recordings are 3 minutes for each task. The facial videos are collected by EO-23121C RGB camera under
uniform light conditions. At the same time, BVP and EDA are collected for each task
from an Empatica E4 wristband.

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory (CSAI) [25] is a multidimensional approach to
study anxiety. It measures stress on three dimensions including cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence. The self-reported stress scores in this experiment
follow the CSAI, which has are 3 dimensions, including cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence, corresponding to the times participants filled before and after
the experiment. Each dimension contains multiple questions that have a response from
numbers 1 to 4 from representing the answers from not at all to extremely. High scores
in anxiety indicate higher stress. Higher scores in confidence usually mean the subject
is doing well in the experiment.
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The data structure of the dataset is shown in Figure V-31

Figure V-31: UBFC-Phys dataset

V.C Individual Quantitative Stress Difference
To reflect the personal difference of the stress assessment, instead of focusing on the
absolute stress state evaluation, we focus on the differences between the stress states of
the same person. In the UBFC-Phys dataset, the CSAI score is evaluated before and
after the experiment, corresponding to the video recorded at T1 and T3. Let the CSAI
score be S1 , S2 , S3 for T1, T2, and T3. and The individual quantitative stress difference
∆S is defined as




∆cognitive anxiety





∆S = S3 − S1 =  ∆somatic anxiety 





∆self-confidence

(23)

The box plot of the stress difference data is shown in Figure V-32. The central line is
the median. The bottom and top box edges are 25th and 75th percentile. Outliers are
’+’ which is more than 1.5 times the length of the box from the end of the box.
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Figure V-32: Box plot of the multidimensional stress difference.

V.D Data Augmentation of Videos
Data augmentation is widely used in machine learning especially when the size of the
dataset is small. Data augmentation could expand the size of the training data by generating copies of the data with a minor difference and could be used to prevent overfitting
of the machine learning model [68]. Data augmentation is widely used in image classification tasks and signal processing tasks.

In image data augmentation, the diversity of the image dataset could be increased by applying transformations. The transformations usually include resizing, shifting, rescaling, flipping, and rotation. The color of the image could also be modified by adjusting the brightness, contrast, hue, and saturation The image could also be turned into a
greyscale. Noise injection and random erasing are also approached in augmentation.
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Figure V-33: Example of data augmentations. Original (Top). Rotating 5 or 10 degrees
clockwise or counterclockwise (Middle), Shifting up, down, left or right 50 pixels (Bottom)
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Compared to image-based representation learning, video provides additional motion information and data augmentation for computer vision tasks. Video can be considered a
combination of spatial and temporal components [69]. The spatial information is composed of still video frames which could use similar data augmentation techniques as the
image data augmentation. However, the same augmentation parameters should be applied to all the frames in the same video, which ensures the augmented video could be
considered a valid video generated from the video recording procedure. Considering the
video recording procedure, the most common way of augmentation is shifting horizontally or vertically for minor pixels and rotation in smaller degrees. In this augmentation,
we choose to generate videos that rotate -10, -5, 5, 10 degrees clockwise, and shift up,
down, left, and right for 50 pixels.

V.E Transfer Learning Using Pretrained Neural Networks
A model that is designed for one task could sometimes be used in another related problem, the process could be applied in deep learning, which is known as transfer learning.
A neural network trained on a certain problem could be applied in some way in another
learning problem. Additionally, the pretrained model could be used as a feature extraction approach and integrated into the newer model. One or more layers of the pretrained
model could be used in the new architecture. The benefits for transfer learning are a
significant reduction of the training time while reusing the weights as a starting point of
training, and could reduce the generalization error.

ImageNet [70] is a popular image classification evaluation dataset for different deep
learning architectures, which contains more than one thousand images of one thousand
categories. There are plenty of models that have pre-trained weights on the ImageNet
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dataset, and the pretrained network could extract features from the frames, which contains the spatial information of the video sequence. Instead of facial cues or AUs in the
previous works, that use handcraft features, the features extracted from the pretrained
networks could be meaningful representations of the image. The pretrained models contain learned properties of the image from a much larger dataset than the training dataset.

We use multiple classical pretrained models [71] for feature extraction, as shown in
Table 3. From the input to output, the convolutional layers of the models learn different
features. Low-level features are learned close to the input layers, and the middle layers
learned the complex features based on the low-level features. The layers close to the
output interpret the results for the specific tasks. Since all the models are designed for
classification tasks, we removed the output layers that generate image class results. The
layers prior are fully connected layers that represent an interpretation of the abstract
features of the image and could be used as features. Each image in the video with data
shape (Horizontal resolution, Vertical resolution, Color Channels) = (1024, 1024, 3) is
projected into the feature space that has the number of the features equivalent to the
number of the nodes in the layer before the output layer. The image features are used as
input to another model.
Name
Feature Number
Xception [72]
2048
VGG16 [73]
512
VGG19 [73]
512
ResNet152 [35]
2048
2048
InceptionV3 [74]
InceptionResNetV2 [75]
1536
MobileNet [76]
1024
1024
DenseNet121 [77]
DenseNet201 [77]
1920

Parameters
22,910,480
138,357,544
143,667,240
60,419,944
23,851,784
55,873,736
4,253,864
8,062,504
14,307,880

Table 3: Deep learning models with pretrained weights on ImageNet
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A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of neural network that is commonly used in
signal modeling tasks such as speech recognition. The temporal sequence from real-life
contains dynamic behaviors that could be modeled by the feedforward property of RNN
[78]. However, the problem for classical RNN is that the information of earlier steps
is hard to carry over to the later steps. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is an RNN
variant introduced by Hochreier et al. [79] that avoids the vanishing gradient problem
in the traditional RNN model. LSTM is better at handling the information that appears
a long term before the current node, and the model could learn and avoid forgetting the
information for a longer period. The LSTM model significantly improved the performance of the speech recognition tasks [80] and image captioning tasks [81]. However,
the LSTM is a complex structure with adaptive parameters that increase learning time in
large-scale problems. Gated recurrent units (GRU) is proposed by Cho et al.[82] in 2014
that uses a simplified architecture with fewer parameters than LSTM while achieving a
similar accuracy in many tasks [83].

Transformers are initially used in the natural language processing tasks proposed in
2017 by Vaswani et al. [84]. The transformer is an architecture that utilizes the attention mechanism. Attention mechanism relates different positions of the single sequence
to learn a representation of the data. RNNs are used in the representation learning of
sequential data in the natural language processing before attention models appear. The
RNN hidden states are generated by a function of the previous hidden state. However,
sequential computation is not fit for parallelization computation. Also, it assumes the
weighted relation inside the sequence based on the distance. From a graph neural network perspective, the RNN could be considered as a directed graph that the information
propagates from one node to the next node in the sequence. And Transformer could be
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considered as a fully connected graph neural network, that different nodes of the graph
are connected and the weights of the links are learned automatically. Transformers are
also used in the computer vision tasks such as video classification. As video has temporal components which is a sequential type of data. The local features in a video may
have a similarity across frames as the changes and multiple places in the signal may simultaneously contribute towards the tasks. Instead of an RNN, the attention mechanism
provides better results in the video classification tasks [85].

After the feature is generated for each image in the videos, the new input is used as the
training data for a GRU-based RNN or a Transformer model. In this hybrid architecture,
as shown in Figure V-34, the pretrained neural networks are served as a feature extraction
preprocessor, and the parameters in the GRU or the Transformers are learned from the
training procedure. The output is the multidimensional stress difference ∆S.

V.F Deep Learning Using ConvLSTM and 3D CNN
CNN is widely used in image classification tasks. Video has an additional dimension
than the image which requires more complex architecture than CNN. In video classification tasks, there are multiple neural networks architectures available in the literature.
Convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) [86] and 3D Convolutional Neural Network (3D CNN) [87] are two types architectures commonly used in the video
classification tasks.

ConvLSTM replaces the multiplication in the LSTM with the convolution operations
that capture the spatial features of the image. The predictions of the video could be
pooled from the individual frames features by simply extending based on the image
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Figure V-34: Transfer learning using pretrained neural networks as feature extractor
preprocessor
classification model [88], but there is a problem of ignoring the sequence structure of the
frames. ConvLSTM has an RNN layer on top of the image processing model, thus could
capture the temporal information of the video. The architecture is shown in Figure V-35.

3D CNN is a natural extension of the 2D CNN by considering the additional time dimension. In 2D CNN, A 2d convolution layer has the multiplication of the input matrices
to different 2d filters, and the outputs are 2d matrices. The 3d convolution layer has
additional dimensions that take the 3d tensor as input multiplied with a 3d filter and
have 3d outputs. The model could directly create the representations based on the video
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Figure V-35: Deep learning architecture based on ConvLSTM
data, but additional dimension also means the model has more parameters to learn. The
architecture is shown in Figure V-36.

For this paper, we also trained from scratch on the ConvLSTM and 3D CNN, without
using the benefits of the transfer learning on the classification models pretrained on the
ImageNet.

V.G Implementation Details
High-performance computing (HPC) is required for this task. UBFC-Phys is a dataset
that contains facial videos and stress scores for model training and validation. The
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Figure V-36: Deep learning architecture based on 3D CNN
dataset contains 168 videos from 56 subjects. Each video has a resolution of 1024x1024
pixels and is collected at 35fps. The video length is 3min. This dataset is used to train
and validate the model. The video size is 4.5GB for each video and the total dataset
takes near 800GB. To store one video in the RAM takes around 18GB in uint8 format.
To accelerate the speed of the deep learning training of the videos, and utilize the sequential property, a high-performance computer with large storage, larger RAM, and
GPU RAM is required. And multicore CPUs are preferred to reduce the time cost of the
initial preprocessing steps for loading and reformatting the videos.

Marquette University has HPC support as part of information technology [89]. Raj is the
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name of the HPC cluster which starts from 2021 April. This research uses the massive
memory compute nodes on Raj with 128 CPU cores and 2000GB memory to generate
the features from the pretrained neural networks, and the training and validation of the
3D CNN and ConvLSTM model. For the transfer learning models using RNN and
Transformer based on the generated features, Google Colab [90] is used for training and
validation of the models, which contains GPU accelerations from NVIDIA Tesla K80
or NVIDIA T4 to speed up the training.

The input data for each subject is the 2 video recordings of T1 and T3, and the first
6300 frames of each video are selected. The augmented data is generated based on the
rotation and shifting of each image in the videos. The models are trained using mean
squared error (MSE) loss and default Adam optimizer. The loss function between the
predicted value X and ground truth Y using MSE is defined as

M SE(X, Y ) =

M N
1 XX
(Xij − Yij )2
M N i=1 j=1

(24)

where M is the number of the samples, and N = 3 is the dimension of the stress ∆S.

The other monitoring metrics between the predicted value X and ground truth Y using
mean absolute error (MAE) is defined as

M N
1 XX
M AE(X, Y ) =
|Xij − Yij |
M N i=1 j=1

(25)

where M is the number of the samples, and N = 3 is the dimension of the stress ∆S.
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The output for the ith sample ∆S = (Xi1 , Xi2 , Xi3 ) is normalized using MinMaxScaler
where the output range is (0,1), which is defined as

M inM axScaler(Xij ) =

Xij − mini (Xij )
maxi (Xij ) − mini (Xij )

(26)

Keras [91] is the most used deep learning framework based on the Tensorflow library
in Python. For the models with pretrained weights on ImageNet, we use the Keras applications available models and the pretrained weights to generate features based on the
video data in the transfer learning experiment. The input and output of layers of models
are removed and features are generated based on the number of the nodes in the last
layer after removal. On top of the features generated, in the GRU architecture, 2 GRU
layers with 64 and 32 output nodes are used. The transformer architecture contains a
positional encoding layer and a transformer encoding layer. The positional encoding
layer embeds the positions of the frames into and the features are added to the CNN extracted features. The output features keep the same as the pretrained model features. The
transformer encoding layer contains 3 multi-head attention. There are average pooling
layers with pooling size 35 before the positional embedding layer and an average pooling layer with pooling size 8 before the Transformer encoding layer to reduce the overall
size of the model. Then global average pooling is applied to the transformer-generated
embedding.

Due to the large size of the video, which makes it is difficult for deep learning on the
convLSTM and 3D CNN. The video resolution is resized to (64, 64) before input to
the deep learning models. The convLSTM model has 1 layer of convLSTM2D with
32 filters and (3,3) kernel size for the CNN and a dense layer with 256 nodes. The 3D
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CNN architecture contains 4 layers of Conv3D with filter sizes 32, 16, 8, 4, and average
pooling. The kernel sizes are (3,3,3) for Conv3D and (2,2,2) for the pooling layer.

All models have a dense layer or fully connected layer before the output layers, which
has 256 nodes as a result of the concatenation of the 128 nodes from the baseline video
and 128 nodes from the target video.

The architecture detailed design and the total trainable parameters are shown in Figure V37 to Figure V-40. The visualization of the input layers of the Transformer and the RNN
model assumes the feature number is 1024 from feature extraction preprocessor models.
The feature number could be changed based on the specific pretrained neural networks
used in transfer learning.

V.H Results and Discussions
80% (45 subjects) of the subject data is used for training and 20% (11 subjects) are used
for testing. The testing results are shown in Table 4.

The performance of the deep learning models could be evaluated by MSE or MAE. The
detailed errors of each dimension of the stress are contained in the table. The average
MSE and MAE are 0.0472, 0.1760 for the RNN model based on features extracted from
the different pretrained neural networks, which is higher than the average MSE 0.0369
and MAE 0.1522 using the Transformers. It indicates the Transformer model has a better
ability to capture the stress differentces than the RNN model based on the same features
extracted from the pretrained models.

The Lowest error using RNN in the testing is 0.0291 MSE using the DenseNet210 as
a feature extractor. The Lowest error using Transformers in the testing is 0.0186 MSE
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RNN features
Xception
VGG16
VGG19
ResNet152
InceptionV3
InceptionResNetV2
MobileNet
DenseNet121
DenseNet201
Transformer features
Xception
VGG16
VGG19
ResNet152
InceptionV3
InceptionResNetV2
MobileNet
DenseNet121
DenseNet201
Deep learning
ConvLSTM
3D CNN

MSE
0.0393
0.0403
0.0400
0.0516
0.0542
0.0832
0.0379
0.0494
0.0291
MSE
0.0276
0.0348
0.0376
0.0286
0.0471
0.0605
0.0400
0.0186
0.0377
MSE
0.0124
0.0181

MAE
0.1577
0.1645
0.1569
0.1879
0.1952
0.2479
0.1554
0.1835
0.1347
MAE
0.1391
0.1576
0.1604
0.1329
0.1673
0.1897
0.1542
0.1099
0.1588
MAE
0.0860
0.1111

Table 4: Deep learning models testing results
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Figure V-37: 3D CNN architecture details
using the DenseNet121 as a feature extractor. The lowest errors using the Transformers
is lower than the lowest errors using the RNN. So the DenseNet architecture may be
a better feature extractor preprocessor than the other architecture in stress assessment
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Figure V-38: ConvLSTM architecture details
problems. The Transformer model prediction results versus the ground truth of the 3
dimensions based on the original 56 subjects are shown in Figure V-41. The predicted
∆S and ground truth are normalized using the MinMaxScaler.

The MSE of ConvLSTM is 0.0124 which is smaller than the 0.0181 MSE 3D CNN. It
indicates if the model is trained directly without pretrained models as feature extractor,
the ConvLSTM architecture is better than the 3D CNN architecture in the prediction
of the ∆S. The ConvLSTM model prediction results versus the ground truth of the 3
dimensions based on the original 56 subjects are shown in Figure V-42.

The MSE of the convLSTM model is lower than the Transformer model based on the
DenseNet121 features, but the linear regression results between the ground truth and the
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Figure V-39: RNN architecture details
predicted value of the normalized ∆S shows there is a higher correlation of the predicted
value and growth truth using the Transformer model. The resolution of the input videos
is (1024,1024) for the Transformer model (DenseNet121 features) and the resolution of
the input videos is resized to (64,64) for the convLSTM model. It means the original
video processed by the pretrained neural networks features extractor preserves more
information than the resized lower resolution videos.

In this chapter, a new framework for multidimensional stress assessment based on facial video data is proposed. We focused on personalization by generating quantitative
results of the difference between the baseline and target video from the same subject.
We compared the results of the assessment performance of different deep learning architectures. The deep learning architectures include transfer learning models such as
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Figure V-40: Transformers architecture details
RNN, Transformers using features generated by 9 different types of pretrained neural
network feature extractor preprocessors. We also tested the performance of ConvLSTM
and the 3D CNN model based on direct video input. The UBFC-Phys dataset is used for
training and testing the models. And the Transformers model has better average testing
results than the RNN model in transfer learning. The best model in transfer learning
is the Transformers model based on DesneNet121 features. The lowest MSE is 0.0124
using the ConvLSTM model but the Transformers model has a better overall correlation
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Figure V-41: Deep learning model predictions of normalized ∆S based on Transfomers
(DenseNet121 features)
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Figure V-42: Deep learning model predictions of normalized ∆S based on ConvLSTM
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based on the regression of the ground truth and predicted values of stress difference,
indicating original video processed by the pretrained neural networks features extractor
preserves more information than the resized lower resolution videos.

This result provides some insight into the feasibility of using facial videos for multidimensional quantitative stress assessment. Deep learning could capture the stress features
from the face and generate not only the one-dimensional stress classification results, but
also personalized detailed stress difference values.
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VI

The StressFusion Model

Based on the deep learning research results in the previous chapter, We propose a model
StressFusion that takes an input of a calibration video and a target video of the subject
and output the quantitative stress score in three dimensions. The framework uses a support vector regression based on the features from the deep learning results, and the heart
rate and heart rate variability features from the remote photoplethysmography signal
extracted from the facial videos using CWT-SNR.

The contribution of this chapter is as follows:

• A framework is designed to predict multidimensional stress change from the features extracted from the rPPG features and deep learning features.

• A new dataset is used to validate the proposed rPPG extraction approach CWTSNR improves the classical approach CWT-BP in the accuracy.

• SVR is applied to the deep learning and rPPG features, proving the rPPG features could improve the accuracy of the cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety
prediction results.

VI.A

Method Overview

The proposed method StressFusion in this paper is a fusion model that combines a deep
learning model and an rPPG extraction model as in Figure VI-43. It could generate a
prediction of the differences between the measurement of the final state and the initial state of stress ∆S based on the baseline video and target video. The deep learning
model is trained on the dataset to generate initial results. The HR, HRV features are
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generated from the rPPG signals from the rPPG extraction model and are used to improve the prediction accuracy with the deep learning results ∆S ′ based on the support
vector regression.

Figure VI-43: Proposed StressFusion model

Table 5 shows the StressFusion model utilizes both the PRV features from the rPPG and
the video features learned from the deep learning approach. It is the first model proposed
in the stress assessment that uses both features. In addition, the multidimensional stress
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score output is more than the single stress dimension output. Most works focus on the
traditional clusters of the stress classification. The StressFusion model focuses more on
the quantitative output of the scores which will be more accurate in stress evaluation.
Reference

Type

Features

Levels Subjects Dim

Prasetio et al. [16]
Pediaditis et al. [29]
Giannakakis et al. [30]
Gao et. al [39]
Viegas et al. [17]
Gavrilescu et al. [32]
Zhang et al. [33]
Mou et al. [37]
Kumar et al. [40]
Sharma et al. [18]

Image
Video
Video
TS Video
Video
Video
Video
Multimodal
TS Video
TS+VS
Video
PPG
rPPG
rPPG
rPPG
rPPG+Video

Facial cues
Facial cues
Facial cues
Facial cues
17 AUs
31 AUs
DL
DL
DL
Video features

3
2
2
2
2
5
2
3
2
2

23
23
38
5
128
122
22
42
35

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PRV
PRV
PRV
Stress index
PRV + DL

5
2
4
Q

14
12
7
23
56

1
1
1
1
3

Zubair et al. [15]
Bousefsaf et al. [41]
Mitsuhashi et al. [42]
Nikolaiev et al. [43]
StressFusion model

Table 5: Comparison of stress detection models. TS = Thermal spectrums, VS = visible
spectrums, PRV = Pulse rate variability, DL = deep learning, AU = facial action units,
Q = Quantitative

As shown in the Figure VI-44, the proposed StressFusion model utilizes both the features
in the physiological signals and the physical appearance for stress recognition. Instead
of the models using one feature, the fusion model will contribute to the study of the
stress both on the rPPG signal in the physiological signals and the deep neural network
learned features from physical appearance.

VI.B rPPG Extraction Method
The method for rPPG feature extraction is from the approach proposed named CWTSNR in the previous chapter, which contains multiple steps as shown in Figure VI-45.
The region of interest is selected by face detection and skin detection algorithm using the
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Figure VI-44: Model comparison
Viola-Jones detection [57] Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [58] algorithm, and skin pixels
are selected in the YCrCb color space based on the statistical survey results [59]. Then
the mean value of the RGB values which followed by the amplitude selective filtering
(ASF) [60]. Plane orthogonal to the Skin-tone method [51] is used to reconstruct the
signal. The signal is post-processed using the Signal to Noise Ratio Bandpass Filtering
(CWT-SNR) algorithm, which uses the signal-to-noise ratio to determine the range of
the frequencies around the center frequency after the continuous wavelet transformation.
The approach is proved to have better accuracy than the bandpass filtering method. The
rPPG is extracted after the inverse wavelet transformation from the selected range of the
frequencies.

VI.C

rPPG Physiological Features

Physiological features, such as the HR features and HRV features could be extracted
from the rPPG signals [92]. The signal is cleaned and a peak detection algorithm could
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Figure VI-45: rPPG extraction method
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be applied to the interpolated signal to extract the peak to peak intervals, which are
also called RR intervals. The RR intervals could be used to compute the HR and HRV
time-domain features. The power spectrum as a result of the Fourier transformation or
wavelet transformation from the rPPG signal could also be used to derive the physiological features in the frequency domain. Multiple features could be extracted from the
rPPG signals, Mitsuhashi et al. [42] have studied multiple features that have a significant correlation between the multilevel stress state, which is partly used in this research.
Some features that are highly related to the studied features are also added to the features
list. A complete list of the physiological features is shown in Table 6.
Features
Category
Description
HRrr
HR features
Number of RR intervals in 60 seconds
HRf req
HR features
Maximum frequency in the power spectrum multiplied by 60
SDRR
Time domain HRV features
Standard deviation of RR interval
RMSSD
Time domain HRV features
root of the mean squared differences between successive RR intervals
LF
Frequency domain HRV features
0.05 - 0.15 Hz band in the power spectrum
HF
Frequency domain HRV features
0.15 - 0.40 Hz band in the power spectrum
LF/HF Frequency domain HRV features
Ratio between LF and HF

Table 6: Physiological features from rPPG

The extraction approach based on the CWT-SNR is initially designed and validated in
the UBFC-rPPG dataset, where the videos are uncompressed format and with a resolution of 640x480 at 30fps. Compared to the UBFC-Phys dataset is a newer dataset with
more video samples and higher resolution at 1024x1024, and the frame rate is higher at
35fps. The disadvantage of the UBFC-Phys dataset is the videos are not uncompressed
and some motion details are missing due to the video compression algorithm, and the
RGB color details which contain subtle signals are also not as complete as the uncompressed videos. So it is also interesting to know whether the CWT-SNR algorithm still
outperforms the traditional CWT-BP in a different dataset. The resting task T1 and arithmetic task T3 videos in the UBFC-Phys are used in the comparison, as representing the
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cases that the subjects are in a state with less motion (T1) and plenty of head motion
(T3).

Figure VI-46: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T1 HR prediction. The y axis is
the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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Figure VI-47: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T3 HR prediction. The y axis is
the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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Figure VI-48: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T1 SDRR prediction. The y axis
is the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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Figure VI-49: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T3 SDRR prediction. The y axis
is the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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Figure VI-50: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T1 RMSSD prediction. The y
axis is the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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Figure VI-51: CWT-BP (Up) and CWT-SNR (Down) T3 RMSSD prediction. The y
axis is the predicted value and the x axis is the ground truth.
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From Figure VI-46 to Figure VI-51, the results are generated using the UBFC-Phys
dataset T1 and T3 videos which have enough valid pixels after the face detection and
skin detection algorithms. The results could be used to compare the accuracy of the
HR features and HRV features between using the CWT-BP to CWT-SNR, and the same
algorithm perform in videos with the different significance of motion. In almost all the
aspects, including the cases with significant motion (T3) or not significant motion (T1),
the CWT-SNR algorithm has similar or better performances in the correlation of the
ground truth and the predicted values than the CWT-BP. The correlation difference between the T1 and T3 of the same algorithms also shows there is significant performance
loss of the prediction of the video contains more motion is relatively lower, no matter
using CWT-SNR or CWT-BP.

VI.D

Deep Learning From Facial Videos

We use the DenseNet [77] architecture with pretrained weights for feature extraction,
the same implementation as the description in the previous chapter. After the feature
is generated for each image in the videos, the new input is used as the training data
for a Transformer model. In this hybrid architecture, as shown in Figure VI-52, the
pretrained DenseNet is served as a feature extraction preprocessor, and the parameters
in the Transformers are learned from the training procedure. The output is the initial
multidimensional stress difference ∆S ′ .

VI.E Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a method that uses a linear transformation to
reduce the dimension of the dataset of high dimension, at the same time it could also
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Figure VI-52: Transfer learning using pretrained DenseNet as feature extractor preprocessor
keep the maximum information. The principal components are linear combinations of
the original variables in the dataset that maximize the variance with each other. The
first principal component keeps the largest quantity of information within the dataset.
And the second principal component keeps the second largest quantity and is orthogonal to the first component. PCA is discovered by Karl Pearson [93], it is widely used
for visualization purposes as it could present high dimensional manifold into a lowerdimensional space, such as 2D and 3D. And it is also used in different applications such
as image compression and unsupervised clustering.
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Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a matrix factorization method and could be used
in the principal components transformation. Let the data matrix be X with size (n, p),
where n is the number of the samples and p for several variables. The columns of X are
standardized which have a mean equal to 0. Let the SVD of X be

X = U ΣV T

(27)

where U is the unitary matrix, Σ is a diagonal matrix of singular values, V are singular
vectors or principle directions. The principle components are XV = U Σ.

Figure VI-53: Visualization of the multidimensional stress difference ∆S

The ∆S plotted in a 3-dimensional space is shown in Fig. Figure VI-53. From the visualization, the distribution of the data across the different dimensions is not independent
as shown in the regression result in Fig. Figure VI-54. From the regression results, the
correlation between different dimensions of the ∆S is over 0.6. And there is a positive
correlation between cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety, and a negative correlation
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between self-confidence and the other 2. It could be explained by the stress state is usually related to the increase of cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety, and the stress state
reduces the confidence of the subject.

From the analysis of using the regression, it is possible to use PCA to reduce the dimension and focus on the principle component that contains the maximum information and
cluster the subject into different groups. The PCA results using SVD are shown in Fig.
Figure VI-55. The first second and third principal components could explain 75.3723%,
13.5221%, and 11.1056% of the variance.

The PCA results also show there is a high correlation of the multiple dimensions of the
stress, and the information from the other stress dimensions could be used to improve
the accuracy of the other dimensions in the prediction.

VI.F Support Vector Regression
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are machine learning models that are widely used in
classification problems. It was developed by Vladmir et al.[94]. The idea of SVM is
to find a hyperplane that separates the high-dimensional data that belongs to different
classes. There are many hyperplanes to choose from. The one with the maximum margin
between the classes is called the maximum-margin hyperplane, and could be used as a
classifier. SVMs are used in multiple real-life problems including the classification of
images [95], text [96] and biological sciences [97].

Support Vector Regression (SVR), proposed by Vladmir et al. [98] in 1996, could be
used in regression problems and it shares the same principles are SVM. SVR has the
flexibility to allow a tolerance of the errors in the model compared to other regression
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Figure VI-54: Regression and visualization the ∆S in 2 dimensions
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Figure VI-55: ∆S PCA principal components
models. The linear epsilon-insensitive SVR (ϵ-SVR) uses L1-loss in the cost function.
The goal for a ϵ-SVR is to find a linear function f (x) =< w, x > +b that has predictions
at most ϵ error to the ground truth data, and at the same time minimize the coefficients
of the linear function.

Let X = (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) the training sample, Y = (y1 , y2 , ...yn ) target value and ϵ the
tolerance or threshold. The training of the SVR is similar to solving an optimization
problem as follows [99].

1
M inimize ||w||2 , s.t.|yi − < w, xi > −b| ≤ ϵ
2

(28)

The physiological features that are extracted from the rPPG signals and the initial results
∆S ′ are used as input data X The predictions Y are the output stress ∆S from the
ground truth data in every dimension. As a result, an SVR model is trained for each
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Cognitive Anxiety
rPPG features
0.2511
Deep learning features
0.1180
Fusion features
0.1060

Somatic Anxiety
0.1825
0.1032
0.0998

Self Confidence
0.2302
0.1411
0.1729

Table 7: Support Vector Regression RMSE
dimension of the ∆S including cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence.
The regression models are generated using the 5-fold cross-validation. The dataset is
shuffled and split into 5 groups. One group is reserved as a testing dataset and the rest
is used for training.

VI.G Results and Discussions
Multiple SVR models are trained using the rPPG physiological features, deep learning features ∆S ′ and both features in the fusion model. The root mean squared error
(RMSE) is calculated using the formula below and it is used to compute the error between the ground truth results and the predicted results from the SVR model.

v
u
M
u1 X
RM SE(X, Y ) = t
(Xi − Yi )2
M i=1

(29)

The results are shown in Table Table 7. The RMSE of SVR using the rPPG features
to predict the stress have the largest error in all dimensions. The errors of using deep
learning features and fusion features are similar, the fusion model has less error in the
prediction of the cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety, but has a higher error in the selfconfidence prediction. The results indicate it is possible to build a fusion model based
on both features from the deep learning and rPPG to improve the prediction accuracy of
the cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety compared to the deep learning results.
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From the results provided in Figure VI-56, Figure VI-57 and Figure VI-58, the rPPG
features itself could not generate accurate results based on the SVR prediction. Deep
learning features SVR in the Figure VI-59, Figure VI-60 and Figure VI-61 shows a
higher accuracy between the ground truth and the predicted values than the rPPG features SVR. Using the StressFusion model, the normalized prediction results versus the
ground truth results of all subjects in the UBFC-Phys dataset are shown in Figure VI-62,
Figure VI-63 and Figure VI-64. The fusion model shows a strong correlation between
ground truth and the predicted results, especially in the prediction of cognitive anxiety
and somatic anxiety.

Figure VI-56: Cognitive anxiety SVR prediction using rPPG

In this chapter, the StressFusion model is proposed as a fusion model for quantitative
multidimensional stress assessment. Support Vector Regression is used to generate the
output stress score results. Testing with the data from the UBFC-Phys dataset, the fusion
model shows a strong correlation between ground truth and the predicted results. Espe-
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Figure VI-57: Somatic anxiety SVR prediction using rPPG

Figure VI-58: Self confidence SVR prediction using rPPG
cially in the prediction of the cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety, the fusion model
have comparable lower RMSE than the model using only the deep learning features,
indicating it is possible to introduce the rPPG physiological features into the prediction
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Figure VI-59: Cognitive anxiety SVR prediction using deep learning

Figure VI-60: Somatic anxiety SVR prediction using deep learning
model to improve the model prediction accuracy in certain dimensions of stress.
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Figure VI-61: Self confidence SVR prediction using deep learning

Figure VI-62: Cognitive anxiety SVR prediction using the fusion model
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Figure VI-63: Somatic anxiety SVR prediction using the fusion model

Figure VI-64: Self confidence SVR prediction using the fusion model
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VII

Conclusion and Future Work

VII.A Contribution of the Dissertation
The contribution of this dissertation can be categorized into three domains, health monitoring, signal processing, and deep learning.

First, the dissertation contributes to the study of health monitoring by building multiple
frameworks. The research focuses on building a framework that used the input of the
facial videos and output HR and HRV features, which are vital signs that could be used
in a remote monitoring system for physical health. In addition, a framework based on
deep learning is built to generate results of CSAI quantitative multidimensional stress.
After these two frameworks are generated, the StressFusion model is proposed which
combines the frameworks to have more accuracy in the stress assessment. All the frameworks could be integrated into the remote monitoring systems that aim to collect health
information or provide medical management.

Second, multiple contributions are made to the study of signal processing. A new algorithm CWT-SNR for rPPG signal postprocessing using the signal-to-noise ratio to adjust
the CWT bandpass filtering is proposed, which improves the accuracy of the HR and
HRV results based on the validation of the UBFC-Phys and UBFC-rPPG datasets. The
study contributes to the study of the signal processing is not only the domain of the rPPG
extraction but also other areas which require the extraction of the clean signal from noise
signals. In addition to the traditional signal processing, nonlinear signal processing is
also explored in the research using the phase space reconstruction method to discover
the underlying characteristics of rPPG. The study compared the differences of the PPG
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and rPPG chaotic dynamics and proved the feasibility of using augment new features
based on the phase space reconstruction to improve the HR and HRV accuracy.

Third, the research contributes to the study of deep learning by designing a deep learning framework for quantitative multidimensional stress assessment based on facial video
data. The solution incorporates personalization, leveraging the differences between the
baseline and target video from the same subject. This is an important step in understanding why certain architectures generate better representations of the human face in
the context of stress. A comparison of results using multiple deep learning architectures
based on the UBFC-Phys dataset is made to analysis what is the best architecture for the
stress prediction. In the StressFusion model, SVR is applied to the deep learning and
rPPG features, proving the rPPG features could improve the accuracy of the cognitive
anxiety and somatic anxiety prediction results.

VII.B Future Work
Although there are many previous studies on the developing algorithms for stress, HR,
and HRV assessment from facial videos, there is no public acknowledged benchmark
dataset that could be used for wide comparison across the algorithms. Most researchers
curate a smaller dataset that is used for limited study purposes. The UBFC-Phys dataset
is a new dataset that has a relatively higher quality than other datasets. However, there
are still some limitations in the research. In the selection of the baseline video, we assume the stress score collected before and after the experiment represents the status of
the subject during the task, but there are time intervals between the finish of the questionnaires and the surveys and the state change between the intervals are not considered.
The feature selected from the deep learning approaches takes in the limited dataset for
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training and there may be generalization problems. The model is built and trained on the
video dataset in a controlled environment, which is under ambient light conditions. So
there may be external errors when the input video is collected in a general environment
with complex light conditions. Some videos have limited quality and resolution. Video
compression generates the problem of motion blur and occlusion. There is also additional variance in videos so certain parts of the model may not generate a good result on
certain videos.

For future work, it is important to curate a dataset that contains enough samples of
high-quality facial videos and the corresponding ground truth data on the vital signs on
physical and mental health. The dataset could be collected from a wide range of subjects that has representations in different age groups, gender groups, skin colors, hair
colors, and health conditions. The videos also contain different types of backgrounds,
illumination, and head motions. Differences in the camera settings could also be considered to evaluate what is the minimum camera requirement for capturing the videos.
The resolution and the compression rate of the video sources could also be considered as
there may be further studies on the impact of the resolution of the video or the encoding
algorithms of the video on the prediction results. So the videos collected are preferred
to be of high resolution in uncompressed format, which could be later downgraded into
various lower resolutions and compressed video encoding formats to model the video
inputs from the different types of cameras.

The frameworks proposed in this dissertation could be integrated into different types
of remote health monitoring systems. The research shows the accuracy is negatively
impacted by the motion of the subject, so it is suggested to be used in the scenarios
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of the cases where the subject is resting or has little motion. A typical example is the
driver stress monitoring since the driver moves very little while driving. Skilled nursing
facilities may be another use case, where the residents move at a relatively slower speed.
By implementing the system using multiple cameras, the vital signs could be monitored
in different locations by concatenating the results from various videos collected using
different cameras.

With the rapid development of the mobile phone processing unit performance, it is possible to design an application that could utilize the phone camera to capture a video clip
that contains the user face to capture the HR, HRV, and stress-related vital signs. There
are more challenges in the video processing tasks compared to the image tasks. The
size of the video is larger than most image datasets and it is computationally expensive
to process. So the deep learning models may require huge computational resources to
train, especially when the video source has higher resolution and higher frame rate. The
video recordings could either be processed using edge computing or cloud computing
depending on the different computing needs of the pipeline and the processing ability of
the device. A real-time system could also be considered for time-sensitive applications
such as the algorithms that need to be optimized using parallel computing algorithms
and optimize all the intermediate steps to reduce the latency for processing.
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